ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile
range that has variety of
sizes and authentic designs.
Green product with “ECO
Mark”-certiﬁed.

ROYAL WOOD

(100mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

3.0mm

Net Weight

14.0kg/box
Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

MIX-AND-MATCH COLOR
900mm

100
mm

Vinyl
Tile

Performance

Notes on Installation

100mm×900mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

30pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Packing

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

PWT2395
PWT2395

◆

For mix-and-match effect, plank tiles with different
color and shading are randomly packed in a box.
Sometimes the same type of colors might be
disproportionately packed in one same box.

PWT2308

◆

OAK

PWT2314

◆

OAK

PWT2386

◆

OAK

PWT2387

◆

OAK
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PWT2316

◆

OAK

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm plank)

PWT2318

◆

OAK

ROYAL WOOD

(100mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

◆

ASH

PWT2397

OAK

PWT2433

ASH

PWT2398

CHERRY

PWT2434

◆

OAK

PWT2399

CHERRY

PWT2435

◆

◆

OAK

Vinyl
Tile

PWT2396

PWT2418

◆

◆

◆

CHERRY

Round-Beveling will make the floor much more
natural.
●R-chamfer processing

PWT2439

MAPLE

PWT2440

MAPLE

T-WAX (Non-shiny and Antibacterial) is recommendable for authentic lessglossy patterns from ROYAL STONE and ROYAL WOOD ranges. Even after
applying the wax, the floor can maintain the image of a real stone or wood.

T WAX(Non-shiny& Antibacterial)

U WAX

Thanks to the new chamfer processing,
floor covering, including the chamfer part,
look as natural and vivid as the wood.
ďTOLI has obtained a drawing-technology patent
for its 4-side R chamfer processing.

■TYPE OF BEVELING
ROUND-BEVELING

FINE BEVELING

Finish the beveling with a rounded shape.
Authentic wood texture can be created on
the beveled part as well.

Finish the beveling only on the surface clear
wear layer.
Beveled lines do not stand out and a high-end
image can be conveyed.

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

REGULAR BEVELING

NO BEVELING

Finishi the beveling through to the backing
layer.
Beveled lines are clearly visible.

As the edge of a tile is not beveled, the joints
will look flat and simple after the
installation.

Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

▲ PWT2386

▲ PWT2396

ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm plank) / vinyl tile
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Surface Clear Wear Layer
Backing Layer

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile
range that has variety of
sizes and authentic designs.
Green product with “ECO
Mark”-certiﬁed.

ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness
others

Speciﬁcation

3.0mm
Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight

14.0kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI
Notes on Installation

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

size
150mm×900mm
0.3mm / Round-Beveled

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2307

PWT2301

◆

OAK

PWT2303

◆

OAK

PWT2305

◆

OAK

PWT2306

◆

OAK

PWT2307

◆

OAK

PWT2309

◆

OAK

PWT2311

◆

OAK

PWT2312

◆

OAK

PWT2313

◆

OAK

PWT2315

◆

OAK

PWT2317

◆

OAK

PWT2320

◆

OAK
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vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

PWT2321

OAK

PWT2322

◆

WALNUT

PWT2323

◆

WALNUT

PWT2324

◆

WALNUT

WALNUT

PWT2327

◆

WALNUT

PWT2328

◆

WALNUT

PWT2329

◆

WALNUT

PWT2343

ACACIA

PWT2344

ACACIA

PWT2345

OAK

PWT2346

PWT2351

◆

PWT2352

◆

PWT2353

◆

PWT2356

Vinyl
Tile

◆

PWT2325

▲ PWT2306

◆

◆

▲ PWT2345

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank) / vinyl tile
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◆

OAK

OAK

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile
range that has variety of
sizes and authentic designs.
Green product with “ECO
Mark”-certified.

ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Specification

others

3.0mm

Packing

14.0kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Notes on Installation

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

150mm×900mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.

FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2357

PWT2372

PWT2378

◆

OAK

PWT2367

◆

OAK

PWT2368

◆

OAK

PWT2371

◆

OAK

OAK

PWT2373

VINTAGE FIR

PWT2374

VINTAGE FIR

PWT2375

◆

PINE

PINE

PWT2380

OAK

PWT2381

OAK

PWT2382
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vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

TEAK

ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
Commercial

category: solid vinyl tile

TEAK

PWT2394

PINE

PWT2400

OAK

PWT2401

OAK

PWT2402

WALNUT

PWT2403

WALNUT

PWT2404

WALNUT

PWT2405

ZEBRAWOOD

PWT2406

ZEBRAWOOD

PWT2407

MAHOGANY

PWT2408

MAHOGANY

PWT2409

◆

OAK

OAK

PWT2411

◆

OAK

PWT2412

◆

OAK

PWT2413

◆

OAK

Vinyl
Tile

PWT2383

PWT2410

◆

ROYAL WOOD & REAL DECO & HARDEC
13 colors from ROYAL WOOD (100mm×900mm
and 150mm×900mm plank) can be exactly
coordinated with TOLI wall covering REAL DECO
and HARDEC.
ROYAL WOOD

REAL DECO

HARDEC

PWT2396 (page 249)

WRW6009

―

PWT2397 (page 249)

WRW6010

―

PWT2398 (page 249)

WRW6007

―

PWT2399 (page 249)

WRW6008

―

PWT2400

WRW6081

DEC6081

PWT2401

WRW6087

DEC6087

PWT2402

WRW6141

―

PWT2403

WRW6142

―

PWT2404

WRW6161

―

PWT2405

WRW6044

DEC6044

PWT2406

WRW6050

DEC6050

PWT2407

WRW6133

DEC6133

PWT2408

WRW6137

DEC6137

▲ PWT2401

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank) / vinyl tile
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ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Specification

others

3.0mm

14.0kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Notes on Installation

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

FFor one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

FThe color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the floor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

150mm×900mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

20pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile
range that has variety of
sizes and authentic designs.
Green product with “ECO
Mark”-certified.

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
FThe dirt and stains will be more visible on the floor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the flat surface.

FPlease be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
FPlease note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2414

◆

OAK

PWT2415

◆

OAK

PWT2416

◆

OAK

PWT2417

◆

OAK

PWT2421

OAK

PWT2422

OAK

PWT2423

OAK

PWT2424

TEAK
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▲ PWT2411

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD

(150mm×900mm plank)
Commercial

TEAK

PWT2426

NOCE

PWT2436

CHERRY

PWT2443

PINE

PWT2427

MAPLE

PWT2437

CHERRY

PWT2444

PINE

PWT2428

MAPLE

PWT2438

CEDAR

PWT2445

◆

NOCE

Vinyl
Tile

PWT2425

category: solid vinyl tile

PWT2429

PWT2442

▲ PWT2443

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

▲ PWT2444

ROYAL WOOD (150mm×900mm plank) / vinyl tile
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◆

MAPLE

CEDAR

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s
new wood-look solid vinyl
tile range that has variety
of sizes and authentic
designs. Green product
with “ECO Mark”-certiﬁed.

ROYAL WOOD

(180mm×1260mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

3.0mm

Net Weight

15.1kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Notes on Installation

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

180mm×1260mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

12pcs/box = 2.72m2/box

Packing

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
In PWT2384 and PWT2385 some block patterns in a tile may not seem strictly straight, which is not quality defectiveness.

After the installation, the whole ﬂoor image will look natural.

Others

The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2364

PWT2339

◆

PWT2366

PWT2377

◆

OAK

PWT2340

OAK

PWT2369

OAK

PWT2379
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◆

◆

OAK

PWT2364

OAK

PWT2365

OAK

PWT2370

OAK

PWT2376

OAK

PWT2384

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (180mm×1260mm plank)

PWT2385

OAK

◆

OAK

ROYAL WOOD

(180mm×1260mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Vinyl
Tile

Commercial

▲ PWT2340

▲ PWT2385

PWT2388

PINE

PWT2389

PINE

PWT2390

PWT2392

OVANGKOL

PWT2393

OAK

PWT2419

PWT2430

◆

CHERRY

PWT2431

CHERRY

PWT2432

◆

PINE

PWT2391

OAK

PWT2420

CHERRY

PWT2441

◆

◆

ROYAL WOOD (180mm×1260mm plank) / vinyl tile
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PINE

◆

◆

OAK

CYPRESS

ROYAL WOOD

(75mm×900mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

14.0kg/box

Performance

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

Vinyl
Tile

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

75mm×900mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

40pcs/box = 2.70m2/box

Net Weight

Notes on Installation

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

3.0mm

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile
range that has variety of
sizes and authentic designs.
Green product with “ECO
Mark”-certiﬁed.

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2341

PWT2341

◆

OAK

PWT2342

◆

OAK

▲ PWT2342
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vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (75mm×900mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new woodlook solid vinyl tile range that
has variety of sizes and authentic
designs.

(152.4mm×914.4mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness
others

3.0mm
Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI
Notes on Installation

152.4mm×914.4mm

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

20pcs/box = 2.78m2/box

Net Weight
Performance

size

15.8kg/box
Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Vinyl
Tile

Speciﬁcation

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2349

PWT2347

◆

OAK

PWT2348

◆

OAK

PWT2349

◆

OAK

PWT2350

◆

OAK

Only one long side of a plank tile is bordered to highlight the
joints. Please install the tiles so that the bordered side will
face the same direction.
▲ PWT2348

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (152.4mm×914.4mm plank) / vinyl tile
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3 different size of plank
tiles in different color tones
are mixed in one same box.
Amazing new concept will
create a classy image of
authentic wood ﬂooring.

ROYAL WOOD
MIXED-PLANK

(76.2mm/101.6mm/152.4mm×914.4mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

76.2mm×914.4mm
101.6mm×914.4mm
152.4mm×914.4mm

0.3mm

36pcs/box = 3.62m2/box

Net Weight

20.3kg/box

Performance

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order

If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

76.2
mm

PWT2334

101.6
mm

914.4mm
914.4mm

152.4
mm

914.4mm

914.4mm

914.4mm

PWT2334

OAK

◆

OAK

152.4
mm

914.4mm

◆

76.2
mm

PWT2333

101.6
mm

Vinyl
Tile

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI
Notes on Installation

size

3.0mm

For mix-and-match effect, plank tiles with different color, shading,
and size are randomly packed in a box. Sometimes the same type
of colors might be disproportionately packed in one same box.
(3 different sizes: 76.2mm×914.4mm/101.6mm×914.4mm/
152.4mm×914.4mm)
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▲ PWT2334

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD MIXED-PLANK (76.2mm/101.6mm/152.4mm×914.4mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END

(75mm×450mm mini-plank)
Commercial

overall thickness

category: solid vinyl tile
3.0mm

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s
new wood-look solid
vinyl tile range that
has variety of sizes
and authentic designs.

size

75mm×450mm

Speciﬁcation
others

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

84pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Notes on Installation
Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI

14.7kg/box
dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Vinyl
Tile

Net Weight
Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

0.3mm / Round-Beveled

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2302

PWT2302

◆

OAK

PWT2310

◆

OAK

PWT2304

◆

OAK

PWT2319

◆

OAK

PWT2326

◆

OAK

▲ PWT2304

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (75mm×450mm mini-plank) / vinyl tile
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ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new
wood-look solid vinyl tile range
that has variety of sizes and
authentic designs.

(228.6mm×1422.4mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

228.6mm×1422.4mm

0.3mm / Fine-Beveled

8pcs/box = 2.60m2/box

Net Weight

15.5kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Notes on Installation

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

3.0mm

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2331

PWT2330

◆

OAK

PWT2331

◆

OAK

PWT2332

◆

OAK
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▲ PWT2330

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (228.6mm×1422.4mm plank)

ROYAL WOOD GRAND
(300mm square)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

ROYAL WOOD GRAND can create very
amusing ﬂoor images in your projects.
Beautiful leaf patterns and parquet
designs will offer a sophisticated
atmosphere.

3.0mm

size

300mm×300mm

Speciﬁcation
others
Packing

36pcs/box = 3.24m2/box
17.5kg/box

Recommended dried mortar and concrete
Adhesive from TOLI humid mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

Vinyl
Tile

Net Weight

Notes on Installation

Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PWT2359

PWT2358
PARQUET
(OAK)

▲ PWT2358

ROYAL WOOD GRAND (300mm square) / vinyl tile
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PWT2359
PARQUET

ROYAL WOOD
(450mm square)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

Speciﬁcation

overall thickness

3.0mm

others

14.7kg/box
Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

Vinyl
Tile

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Way of Installation

Notes on Installation

450mm×450mm

0.3mm

14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Net Weight
Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing
Performance

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-look
solid vinyl tile range that has variety
of sizes and authentic designs. Green
product with “ECO Mark”-certiﬁed.

(PWT2354 · PWT2355 · PWT2446)

Quater Turn

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

MADE IN JAPAN

PWT2446

PWT2354
PARQUET

◆

PWT2362
OSB

PWT2355
PARQUET

◆

PWT2363
OSB

PWT2446
CANE

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.
▲ PWT2354
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vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD (450mm square)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(450mm square)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness
others

3.0mm
Surface Clear Wear Layer

Net Weight

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

0.3mm

14.7kg/box
Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200
Quater Turn

Way of Installation

Notes on Installation

450mm×450mm

14pcs/box = 2.83m2/box

Packing
Performance

size

Vinyl
Tile

Speciﬁcation

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new woodlook solid vinyl tile range that
has variety of sizes and authentic
designs.

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2361

PWT2361
PARQUET

▲ PWT2361

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (450mm square) / vinyl tile
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◆

ROYAL WOOD GRAND
(600mm square)

Authentic registered-embossed pattern in large
600mm × 600mm size.

category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

Speciﬁcation

overall thickness
others

3.0mm
Surface Clear Wear Layer

Packing

Vinyl
Tile

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI
Notes on Installation

600mm×600mm

0.5mm / Fine Beveling

10pcs/box = 3.60m2/box

Net Weight
Performance

size

21.5kg/box
Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI
Custom Order

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

Others

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PWT2336

PWT2336
PARQUET

PWT2335
PARQUET

※4 different patterns are packed in one same box. Random
installation of 4 patterns will create the image of authentic
wood ﬂooring.

▲ PWT2335
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vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD GRAND (600mm square)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END
(130mm hexagon)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness
others

3.0mm

Packing

Notes on Installation

130mm hexagon

64pcs/box = 2.80m2/box

Net Weight
Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

size

Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm / Beveled

14.6kg/box
dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please bear in mind that ROYAL WOOD (hexagon) may take more time for layout and installation compared to the tiles in

square size.

Others

Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.
When you install the tiles in hexagon size, you will have a better appearance by ﬁnishing the joints with cauking materials.
Occasionally a very slight size difference could be seen between different production lots. For designed installation of 4-sides-

beveled tiles, or installation of tiles with the shape of hexagon, trapezium and 900mm square, please adjust the size of a tile as
needed. Otherwise joints should be ﬁnished with caulking compound.
Squareness of tiles are fully checked during the production. However, due to the condition of sub-ﬂoor and others, joints
might not be strictly matched in some cases.

Based on intensive research on authentic texture of natural
stones and wood-grains, realistic natural tones have been
reproduced.
The color number marked with ◆ has a Natural Tone pattern.

PWT2360

PWT2360

◆

<Dimension Details>
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PWT2360

▲ PWT2360/PST2038

(ROYAL STONE · page 241)

ROYAL WOOD HIGH-END (130mm hexagon) / vinyl tile
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Vinyl
Tile

Speciﬁcation

ROYAL STONE in hexagon size is a
next-generation vinyl tile which will
spark a revolution with its one-of-akind shape.

ROYAL WOOD HERRINGBONE
(457.2mm×914.4mm plank)
category: solid vinyl tile

Commercial

overall thickness

Speciﬁcation

others

ROYAL WOOD is TOLI’s new wood-look solid
vinyl tile range that has variety of sizes and
authentic designs.

3.0mm

size

457.2mm×914.4mm

Surface Clear Wear Layer 0.3mm
8pcs/box = 3.34m2/box

Packing
Net Weight

19.8kg/box

Performance

Vinyl
Tile

Recommended
Adhesive from TOLI

Wear Resistance

(EN649) Group T

dried mortar and concrete

Eco AR600

humid mortar and concrete

Epo Gray ST, US Cement, US Cement (less-smelly), US200

Before installation, make sure the arrow marks on the back of each tile, which show the direction of the pattern.
For one week after installation, direct sunlight, sudden change of temperature due to air conditioning, and water washing

Notes on Installation

should be avoided.

The color shading differs on a tile-by-tile basis, which will make the ﬂoor look very natural when the tiles are installed.

Recommended
Maintenance Wax
from TOLI

New FB Wax, U Wax, T Wax (Non-shiny & Antibacterial)

Custom Order

If you ask for a different size or wear layer, please contact TOLI sales rep.
The dirt and stains will be more visible on the ﬂoor covering with lighter plain colors, compared to dark colors. Also they are

more likely to stick with the deep-embossed surface than the ﬂat surface.

Others

Please be aware that some rubber casters might cause color-contamination.
Please note that the product has the indigenous odor from its materials.

PWT2337

PWT2337

PWT2338

TYPE A (diagonally
right up)

▲ PWT2337/PST2008

(ROYAL STONE · page 234)
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TYPE B (diagonally
right down)

4 tiles each for 2 different designs (A and B)
are packed in one same box. On the joints of
A and B, plank patterns are not strictly connected.

vinyl tile / ROYAL WOOD HERRINGBONE (457.2mm×914.4mm plank)

